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Pasadena, Calif. Tlte propagation of transient waves in a lioinogeneous , isotropic, linearly elastic half 
space excited by a traveling normal point load is investigated. The load is suddenly 
applied a11d then it moves rectilinearly at a constant speed along the free surf ace. Tbe 
displacements are derived for the i11terior of the half space and for alt load speeds. 
1Vm•e-fro11t expansions are obtained from the exact solution, in addition lo results per-
tai11i11g to the steady-state displacement field. The limit case of zero load speed is 
considered, yieldi11g new results for Lamb's point load problem. 
Introduction 
G ROC'iD mot ions excited by moving ::-tirfare forces 
arise, for example, from nuclear blasts and from shork waves 
generated hy supersonic aircraft, and they interact with strnc-
tures causing extensive damage. A mathema tical problem of 
fundamental importance in these applications is that of an clasti(' 
half space whose stu·face is excited by a normal point load which 
is sudden]~· applied and which subsequently moves rectilinearly 
at a const an l speed. 
In reeent yea rs several solutions to this problem have been 
given for the s urface of the half space. First, Payton [1]3 com-
puted the tra nsient surface displacements by ttsing a n elastody-
namic rec·iproeal theorem. Then Lansing [2] rederived some 
of Payton's result s by employing a Duhamel superposition 
integral. Ilowever, no transient solutions have been given for 
the interior of the half space, which are of interest with regard to 
buried st nt<·tures. Therefore, it was appropriate to seek the in-
terior cli~pla!'ements here. The remaining cont ributions to this 
problem are t he steady-state results given by l\1andel and 
Avrameseo [3], Papadopoulos (4, .5], Grimes [6], Eason [7], and 
Lansing [2]. 
Of further interest i~ the fact t hat a point load moviug on the 
smface of a half ~pa<'e generates a nonaxisymmet ric dist mhance. 
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\"ery few wave-propagation problems of this type have been 
solved and, in particular, no transient solutions have been 
derived for the interior of the half space. C hao [8] has ana lyzeJ 
t he disturbance due to a t.angential surface point load. H ow-
ever, like the moving load cases just mentioned, he only obtained 
a transient solution for the surface of the half space. Papado-
poulos [4] has considered t he nonaxisymmetric problems of a 
buried tangential point load and a couple force, but he also only 
gave detailed t ransienL results for t he surface. Further, Scott 
and l\1iklowitz [9] have derived transient solutions for nonaxisym-
m etric plate problems, but their work has not been extended to 
half spaees. On the other hand, transient solutions are derived 
here for the interior of the half space and the solution technique 
is sufficient ly general t hat it should contribute guidelines for 
analyzing other nonaxisymmet ri c ha lf space problems. 
After formulating the problem in section 2, a formal solntion 
is obtained in sec·t ion 3 by using the Laplace and double Fourier 
transforms. Then in section 4 the inverse transfo rms are 
evaluated by a technique due originally to Cagniard (10.] , but 
simplified by a transform ation introdu ced by deIToop [1 l ] for 
problems in acoustics and later nscd by Mitra [12] for an elasti(' 
half-space problem. In this way each displacement fo1· t he in-
terior of the half spaee is r educed to a sum of single integrals and 
a lgebraic terms for all valnes of the load speed. Each con-
tribution to the displacements is identified as a specific wave. 
In particnlar, the integrals represent waves whi ch emanate 
from the initial position of the load as if they were generated by a 
stat.ionary point source, while the algebrai c terms represent dis-
tnrbances that trail behind t he load and whose wave geometry 
depends on t he speed of t he load relative to the body wave speeds. 
In section 5 t his form of t~.e solation is exploited to evalnate the 
displa<'ements near the wave fronts . Then in section 6 the limit 
case of zero load speed is considered, showing that t he integrals 
become a solution of Lamb's point load probkrn. Finally, in 
section 7, the algebraic terms are shown to form the steady-state 
displacement field when the load speed exceeds both t he body 
wave speeds. 
----Nomenclature---------------------------~---
x = 
:r, y , z 
r, 8, z 
~' y, z 
p 
n 
position vector 
Cartesian coordinates 
cylindrical coordinates 
load centered coordi-
nates 
spherical radius 
radial measure from 
x-axis 
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p 
"A, µ 
displacements, Car-
tesian components 
Laplace transform 
variable 
Lame constants 
body wave speeds 
Rayleigh surface wave 
speed 
c = load speed 
ratio of body 
speeds 
wave 
'Y ratio of dilalat ional 
wave speed to load 
speed 
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Fig. 1 Trave ling point load problem 
2 Formulation of Problem 
The subjeet half-space problem is depidcd in Fig. l based on n 
Car tesia n coordinate system (x, y, z). The p lane smfaee of t he 
half space is z = 0, wi l h z > 0 fo rming t he in terior . A coneen-
trated norma l load of unit magnitude travels on the s11 rfaec 
along the posit ive x-axis a l a c·onstan t, speed c. The load ac-
quires its velocity insta ntaneously at t he o rigin of the coordinates 
at l ime t = 0. 
T he half spnC'e is a homogeneous, isot mpic· medi11m govern ed by 
the equations of t he linear Lheory of c la»t icily. The eq11at,ions of 
mot ion for lite case of vanishing hody forces can L,e taken as t,he 
wave eq11nl ious 
( 1) 
where cf> a nd ti!, known as t he La me potentia ls, a re rclaLcd to t he 
d isplacement veC'lor u by 
u = 'Ve/> + \7 x ti! (2) 
and sat isfy the divergence eond it io11 
v ·tl! = o. (3) 
The <'onstants c,, a nd c., defi ned by c,,2 = (A + 2µ )/ v a nd c,2 
= µ /v, represent t he d ilatational and eq11ivoh11nina l body wave 
speeds, resperLively , where A andµ a rc t,ltc La me constan ts and v 
is the ma terial dens it,y . The stresses r ,; a rc related to t he dis-
placements by 
T;; = AlluO;; + µ (11,.; + 11, .• ), 
where tensor notat ion is employed. 
T he boundary rondit iom; at z = 0 tn ke t he form 
r,,(x, y, 0, l) -o(y)o(.c - cl ) 
r ,.(x, !J, 0, l) r .,(x, !/, 0, l) = 0, 
(.j) 
(ii) 
where o is t he Di me delta fun ct.ion. T o repre:;ent qwe:;cence at 
l = 0, the init,ia l conditions appear as 
ocf>(x, y, z, 0 ) 
c/> (x, y, z, 0 ) = 
at tl!Cx, y , z, O) 
otl! (x, y, z, 0) = 0. 
at (6) 
Finally , t,he polcnt.ials cf> and ti!, and the space derivatives of t,he 
potentials, arc required to van ish at infinity. 
3 Formal Solution 
A solution of t he wave equations (1) t hat salisfies the initial 
condi t ion:; (6 ) and t he boundedness condition at infinity can be 
compu ted by using the Laplace a nd double F ourier transforms lo 
suppress the t ime pa ra meter and the x, y spa.cc coord inates. 
Then Ralisfyi ng the bounda ry conditions (5), using t he d isplace-
mC'nt-potcnLial rela tion (2), a nd invert ing t he Fourier transform 
g ive l he La place transformed d isplacemen ts as 
1t1 (x , ?/, z, p) = U;,1(x, y, z, p) + u;,(X, y, z, p) (7 ) 
for j .c, y, z, where 
a,a (x, !J, • , p) __ I _ ff p . (k v p)e-naz+i(k.r+ry)dkdv (27r )2µ '"' ' ' 
(8) 
for a = d, s, in wh ich 
F,d(k, v, p) -iknoG, F,.(k, v, p) 
F.,,(k, v, p) -ivnoG, F,,(k, v, p) 
F,.(k, v, p) 
2ivndn,G (!J) 
F,.i(k, v, p) = n,,noG, 
1 
G= -(p + ick)1" 
-2n,,(k2 + v')G 
'1' = no2 - 4n,n,,(k2 + v2 ), 
n, = (k2 + v2 + k.')'I•, 
k,, = p' 
c,, 
no = [k.' + 2(k' + v2)], 
k, = p' 
c, 
( IO) 
( 11 ) 
(12) 
(13) 
ii; a nd u, arc Laplace transform pairs, p is the L aplaC"c transform 
parameter, k and v arc t he Fourier transform parameter:;, and the 
sq uare roots n ,1 a nd n, are l1ssigned t he branC"h that has t he posi-
tive, real part. I n t his form 17:; is expressed as l he sum of the 
di lalat iona l contribu t ion ii,,, and a n cquivoluminal con t ribution 
'lijs · 
----Nomenclature,-------------------------------
'Yn = rnt io of d ilntationnl 
wave speed to Hay-
leigh wave speed 
sing11larit ies 111 t,he q-
plane 
si ng11la ri Lies in t,Jw w-
plane 
t,ra nsformations 1n t he 
q-plane 
transformations 1n t he 
w-planc 
l ime 
arrival t ime;; of waves 
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II 
Subscripts 
characterisli(' lin1C's in 
solution (not a rrival 
times) 
limits of int,eg ra t ion 
l lcaviside funrl ion 
head wave angle 
c = pertaining to 
movi ng load 
rl pertaining to d ila-
lalional ro11t r i-
bulion 
s pertai ning lo equi-
volumina l con-
t ribution 
B pertaining lo 
x, y, z 
Haylcigh sm-
fncc wave 
pertaining to d is-
plaremcn t com-
poncn ls 
hole! face character:; indicate 
vector:; 
Transactions of the AS ME 
4 Inversion 
The I~apltl<'<' t r:w.-form i>; i11vcrt rd hy a rnodifiC'at ion of C'a11;-
11iard'>; [JO] 1e"hniqu<' due to dclfoop I 11 ). This t cehniquc <·on-
sis t s of convert ing caC'h ii.,a into the Laplace tran,,form of a 
known funetion, a nd lhC'n i11vl'rti1111; the Laplace trnnsforrn hy 
inspec1ion. In the subsC•[ltcnt ralC'u la lions pis assumed to h e a 
real, po,,it ive n11mhrr. For sul'h val11c:; of p, LC'rrh's t heo re rn (sec 
C'ar,,Jaw and Jaeger [ 1 :~)) g11arantc>C'S that if u,a exists, it is 
unique. 
T o s implify the form of ii.,a, t he tra11sformatio11s 
k 11 {J, p ( 14 ) v O' 
c,, c,, 
:tlld 
f3 = q cos 0 - w s in 0, O' = q ;;i II 0 + W ('OS 0 (I ii) 
Ill!' suhsl it uted s11cc·rssively info (8), yirlding 
whc•rc· 
I\, (q, w, {}) 
[{ • .,(q, w, 0) 
K . (q, w, 0) 
I\,,1(q, u·, 0 ) 
l\, (IJ,· 11', 0) 
L= 
i "' f "' . - 1' (maz-iqr) K ja(q, w, 0 )r rJ dq du•, 0 -a> 
( IG) 
-[iq c·osO(iq c·os O + ')' ) + u>2sin 2 0Jm 0/ ., ( 1711) 
2[iq ('()~ 8(iq ('();; 0 + /') 
+ 11'2 s in ' OJm.,111,/., ( 17/J) 
-bi ll 8[iq(1q cos () + ')' ) - w2 <'<" 011110 !., ( 17c) 
2 sin O[iq(iq cos 0 + ')' ) 
- 11' 2 ('(JS 0)111.ill/ {,, ( 17tf ) 
( iq ('()S 0 + "Y ) 1110111,, [,, ( I 7 t') 
- 2(iq c·os () + ')' )(q' + w')m,1L, ( 17!) 
7r 2r µ I (iq c·os 0 + ')')2 + w' s i11 2 8J Ji' ( I H) 
( I H) 
111., «1' + w' ;- 1) 1 ', 111 , = (q' + w' + 12 )' \ 
t ', 
mo = II' + 2(11' + w')I, (20 ) 
"Y = 
t = a:> 
'-~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
(2 1) 
branch cut 
\. 
and (r, (), z) are the c-yl indrical ('Oordinafes shown in Fig. I. 
T h e transformation in (15) wa..~ introdut·<'d hy d e lloop [I I ) 111 
order to s implify C'agniard's technique. 
In vie w of the symmct ry propcrtim; 
1La (r, (), z, 7J ) 
1l11a(r, (), z, 7J ) 
Ura(1'1 - 0, Z1 7J ) 
-1'i11a(r, - 8, z, 7J ) 
Il,a(r, - 0, z, p), 
(22 ) 
1tfa, a11tl hence a,, are only inverted for 0 S: 0 S: 7r. Sinte u,a 
has diffc1·c11t forms dcpc11ding on th<' sp el'd of the load relative tu 
the b ody wavl' s pC'C'<b, the i11 vcrsio11 of C'llC'h it ;a is separnfr•d i11lo 
three cnses. I 11 part ie11lar, the t crrns s11pcrsonie, transon ic·, and 
subsonic n.fpr to the c•ases when t he load speed is grratPr tha n the. 
clilitational w:ivc sp ec•d (c > rd), hl'twccn 1he dilat a tio rrnl and 
ec111ivol11111inal wave ~pceds (c,, > c > c,), and le,.;s than the 
eq11ivol11minal wavr s peed (c < c,), re,..pcC'tively. In the 1·c-
maindrr of this sc•r·tion a,,1 and ii,. arc inverted for t he infrrio1· of 
the half sprtc·r (z > 0) a nd fur a ll load s1weds (0 S: c < oo ). The n 
u,,1 n11CI u,. arc• c·ornliincd to give 11,, am! s imilar rcs1 ilt s nr<• dis-
played for u, and 11 11• 
Dilatational Contribution for Supersonic Load Motion 
From ( lG) ] i "' f "' - p (mJZ - ir1r) 
11,.1(x, p ) = , K,,,(q, w, O)e Cd dqdw, 
:.:? 0 -a> 
(23) 
where xis the position v cetor. i"i,,1 is c·onvcrt.cd i11to the Lapl:we 
transform of a known f11nC'tio11 h~· mapping (l / c,,)(m.,z - iqr) 
in to l through a rontonr integration in a romplex q-planc. T o 
this l'nd, th<' "ing11 l aritie.~ of the i11tc'11;1·and of il,J arc brandt points 
at q = Q,,• and q = () ', and "i rnph• poles at q = Q,• a nd q 
Q 11±, where 
Q ± d ±i(w' + 1 )1 1 2, ±i(w' + /2 ) 1 ' 
± w s in 0 + i ')' Q.± = 
(24) 
('OS 0 
Q11• = ± i(w2 + ')'112)'h. 
The poJp,.; a t (/ = Q II L ('OJTespond I 0 the zeros of f he n :ty Jpig h 
funtt ion ll, where 'Yu = c., 'en and c11 is f he Hayle igh s urfll<'C wave 
speed. The roots of thc,.,e sing11 larit ics whiC'h lie in the 11ppC'I' half 
of the q-planc arc shown in Fig. 2. 
By seeking a particular rnntour in lhe q-planc s t1C'h t h :lt 
Im Q 
Q~ 
--
{+ 
/ . 
q+ 
d 
I = 
t = 00 
/ 
(m,,z - iqr) 
r., 
Fig. 2 Contour integration in the q-plane 
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one finds, upon solving for q, that 
for t ~ l.,.i, where 
cd [itr ± z(t2 - t.,;)'l •j 
p• 
p = (r2 + z2 )'h . 
(26) 
(27) 
Equation (26) defines one branch of a hyperbola with vertex 
q = i(w2 + l)'h r/ p and asymptotes a rg q = ±r/z. As shown 
in Fig. 2 by a solid line labeled with q,1 +and q"- , t his hyperbola 
is parametrically described by t as t varies from twd toward in-
finity. Since r / p < 1, the hyperbola docs not intersect the 
branch cuts in the q-plane. The arcs C1 and Cu are introduced 
as shown in Fig. 2 to form a closed contour C, where C = Re 
q-axis +Ci+ qd+ + qd- + C11. 
The poles at q = Q,± lie inside C if, and on ly if, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
71" < (} < !!.. 
2 2 
c.itr 'Y 
- > - -
p• cos(} 
(or x > 0) 
( or t > tL, where IL 
w tan (} > zed (t' - lwi)'h 
p• 
~) 
ex 
(28) 
For fixed t a nd z > 0, t tL defines the smfacc of a hemisphere 
with center (x = ct / 2, n = 0) and radius ct/ 2 . Conditions (2) 
and (3) are equivalent to the condition w' > w0,,2, where w0,12 = 
(P2 'Y2 - x2 )z2/ r 2n 2 and n = (y' + z2 )'1•. To incorporate t hetie 
conditions into the contour integration for ii'"' the half space is 
separated into three regions : 
X Cd 
Region I: X > 0, - > -
p c 11W' #· 
The poles al q = Q,± lie inside C for w E [O, oo ). 
X Cd 
Reg ion II : x > 0, - < -
p c 
The poles at q = Q,± lie inside C for w E (w0,1, oo) and they lie 
outside C for w E [0, Wod). (2\J ) 
Region Ill: X < 0 
No poles lie ins ide C for w E [O, oo ). 
For x > 0, the rays x / p = cd/c form the surfa!'c of a ronc who' c 
axis is the positive x-axis. This conical surface is shown in Fig. 
3(a) a long with the part oft = tL which is bounded by x / p < cd/ c 
and Roman numerals which depict the location of these regions 
in the half space (each Roman numeral lies between the rays that 
define the co rresponding region ). The next step is to invert tt," 
for each of these regions . 
Region I. The Cauchy-Goursat theorem and residue t heory ap-
plied to the integrand of u,.1 and C yield 
where 
and 
in which 
it,"(x, p ) = A,d(x , p) + E ,d(x, p ), 
{" [A _E. (nw- iqr) JJ 
He J 
0 
I<,d(q, w, {})e c• • - ,+ dw, 
k ,.<q, w, e ) sec(} 
7rcµR 
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(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33 ) 
I= Id 
2 = 0 Plane 
x 
z=O Plane 
( 0 ) 
lb) 
y = 0 Pl one 
x 
y=O Plane 
Fig. 3 Dilatalional wave pattern for (a) s upersonic load motion and (b) 
transonic and subsonic load motion 
,T,d iti the contribution from qd±, where q" = qd+, and B ,d is the 
··esidue contribution from the poles at q = Q/'. The inlegralti 
that arise along C1 and Cu vanish as these contours recede to in-
fin ity. 
By interchanging the order of integration in (31) and inverting 
the Laplace transform, one finds 
(34) 
where 
( t• )'/, Td = t2 - l , ,, (35) 
and II is the Jleavitiide full(·tion. ,t ,d is a hemisphNi<'nl, dila ta-
t ional wave in that it represents the dititurhance behind the wave 
front al t = td, where t d is the arrival time of a hcmi~phcrical, 
di latntionnl wave. This wa ve emanates from the init.ial position 
of the load as shown• in Fig. 3 (a ). 
The inversion of E,d is also done by a Cagniar<l technique. 
The singularities in the integrnnd of B,d a re shown in Fig. -l with 
branch points at w = Sd± and w = S ,±, and simple poles at 
w = Sn"', where 
- i -y s in (} ± i( l - -y2 ) 'h cos (} 
S,± - i-y s in(} ± i(l' - -y2 ) 'h cos (} (36 ) 
Iu Fig. 4, the convention is adopted that Sa± and s .. ± rcprcticnt 
roots of the tiHmc function, but whose positions are w = Sat for 
c > Ca and w = s .. * for c < ca, where a = d, s, R. Here, since 
c > cd, only the Sa* arise and the Sa t are given later in the text. 
The poles at w = SR± correspond to the roots of the Rayleigh 
function R in which q = Q, +. 
4 Arrival times are designated in the text by t subscripted with 
lower case letters, a nd wave fronts are shown in the figures by solid 
lines. 
Transactions of the AS ME 
Im w 
-------..... s; 
I = I SC 
t=lsdc~W:: 
d 
Co 
g+ g+ 
R s 
s;-
s; 
+ s~ for 
~± for 
a 
t =a> 
Rew 
c >ca 
} a= d ,s, R 
C < Ca 
Fig. 4 Contour integration in the w-plane 
The integral t hat a rises along e1 vanishes as e, recedes to in-
finity and the one along e0 vani tihes because ilti real part is zero. 
The particular contour in thew-plane is given by 
t = ~ (m,1z - iqr)l•-Qc+, 
Cd 
(37) Finally, B,d represents a conical, dilatational wave trailing behind 
t he load . 
or solving for w 
w = wd± . 'Y cos 0 (38) -i-y sm 0 + --- (i~y ± za") 
n• 
fort ~ ld" where 
ldc I[(~ 
c c/ 
)'/, J l n + x 
<Xd [ ~· - (::, - ) J;, l n 2 (3U) 
~ = cl - x. 
Equation (38) defines one branch of a hyperbola with ver tex 
w = -i-y sin 0 + i(y/ n)( l - -y 2)'/. cos 0 and asymptotes arg 
w = ±y/z. In view of the limits of integration in (32), only the 
plus root of (38) is needed a nd wd = wd +. As shown in Fig. 4 by 
t he solid contour labeled for region I, t he w d part of the hyperbola 
is parametrically described by t as t varies from t .,c toward in-
finity. Since x / p > cd/c and y / n < I , wd intersects t he imaginary 
w-axis below the branch point at w = sd + and above t he real 
w-axis. As shown in Fig. 3(a), tdc represents the arrival time of a 
conical, dilatational wave which trails behind t he load. 
The contours e0 and e, are introduced as shown in Fig. 4 to 
form a closed contour which includes wd and the real w-axis. 
T hen the application of the Cauchy-Goursat theorem lo the in-
tegrand of B,d and t his closed contour produces, upon inverting 
the Laplace transform, 
(40) 
where 
(41 ) 
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The sum of A,d and B,d gives u,.1 for region I as 
u,"(x, t) = JJ(t - l") i T• Re [ K,.1(q", w, 0) dJid J dw 
+ Re [ f{, d(wd, 0 ) d:d J H (l - t.,c). (42) 
Region II. By noting t he conditions for region II in \2!)) and 
('Ompleting the contour integration in the q-plane, one finds 
,T,h, p) = .["' Pf~ Re [ K,"(qd, w, 0) ~;'}-••1dtdw (43) 
a nd 
f 0> [ A - p ( 1"JZ - iqr)l l He K ,d(q, w, O)e <• .J dw, Wod q-Qc+ 
(-H ) 
where a,d is the sum of ,T,d and B ,d· The lett er P precedes an 
improper in tegral to imply that it is interpreted in the sense of a 
Cauchy principal value. Such an integral arises in .if,d becautie 
t he poles at q = Qc± coalesce on qd± at t = tL as w -+ w~1- Be-
yond thi~, .if,d is exactly the same as for region I, while B ,d only 
differs in t he lower limi t, which is expected since t he pules at 
q = Qc ± only lie inside C fo r w > Wod· 
The inversion of B,d proceetls as for region I, b11 t with modifi-
cations in the geometry of t he w-plane. For region 11 the par-
t ic11lar contour wd intersects the real w-axis as shown in Fig. 4, to 
l'Omply with t he limits of int egration in B,d· Furthermore, the 
tiingularities Sd +, S, +, and SR+ may lie below t he real w-axis, but 
~I ill on the imaginary w-axis, in a manner which is not shown in 
F ig. 4. However, since the particular contour does not intersect 
t he imaginary w-axis, this has no bearing on the con tour integra-
t ion for region II. Then invert ing .if,d and B,d and combining 
t he results g ive u,d for r egion II as 
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The first term in u,d represents a hemispherical, <lilat.ational wave 
as for region I. H owever, for region II, the integral is interpreted 
as a Cauchy principa l va lue fort = t 1,. The second term hrn; the 
same algebraic form as for region I , but the conical wave front is 
replaced with the hemispherical surface t = tL. This new ;;m-
face is not expected to be a wave fronL (i.e., u,d and all Lhc 
derivntives of u,d arc expected Lo be continuous through t = t1,) 
because it is not a characteristic surface (similar tot = td), or the 
closure of characteris tic surfaces (;,;imilar to t = tdJ, associated 
with the governing wave equation for the dilatational potenlial ¢ 
in (l). 
Region Ill. As indicated i11 (20) for region III no poles lie inside 
C. Therefore, the invers ion of t1,d proceeds exactly as for region 
I , less the res idue terrn B,d, and u,d can be obtained from (42) by 
deleting tl~e a lgcbrnic term. 
Summary. Uy comparing the results for each region it follows 
that u,d can be represented by one expression for all three regions ; 
namely, 
(46) 
This expression is valid for 0 ~ () ~ 7r and z > 0. The wave 
pat tern associated with u,d is shown in Fig. 3(a), where the rela-
tionship between the rays x/ p = cd/c, the wa ve fronts t = t d and 
t = td" the hemispherical surface t = t1,, and t he regions I - J lC is 
depicted. 
Dilatational Contribution for Transonic and 
Subsonic Load Motion 
The inversion of t"i.,d for c, < c < cd and c < c., or e<tuivalcnlly 
c < cd, proceeds exactly as for c > c.i, exrept that of the three re-
gions in (29) only 11 a nd III are applicable for c < c,1 because x / p 
is a lways less t han cd/c. These two regions are depicted in Fig. 
3(b) by Roman numerab two and three. 
The inver::,ion of u,d for region II proceeds for c < cd as it did 
for c > c", except thn.t the geometry of thew-plane is different. 
As shown in Fig. 4, the position of the singularilies varies depend-
ing on the value of c relative lo c., cd, and en. In that figure 
sd± -i'y si11 () ± (-y2 - l)'h cos () 
-t'-y s in () ± ('y 2 - 12 )'/, cos () (47) 
S11± - i-y sin () ± (-y2 - 'Yn2)'h cos 0. 
H owever, the particular contour in the w-p lane for region I I re-
mains the same for all load speeds (c > c" and c < cd), as docs the 
result of a con lour integration whirh includes iL and the real v•-•Lxi:;. 
Therefore, u ,d for reg ion II and c < cd is the same as given for 
c > cd in (45). Fmthcrmore, the invers ion of 1"i.,d for region Ill i:> 
indcpc11<lenl of the value of lhe load speed (which only appears 
through lhc posit ion of the poles at q = Qc±) and !he rcsulL is the 
same as given for c > c,1• Then combining I he results for regions 
II and Ill gives u,,1 for c < cd as 
u,. (x, I) = JI (/ - td)P i T, He [K,.(q.,, w, {}) <d/] cbw 
+ Re [K,d(wd, 0) d;;"] If (I - 11,) ll (x), (48) 
where 0 ~ () ~ 7r and z > 0. The di lat at ion al wave pa ll crn for 
c < cd is shown in Fig. 3(b ). As expected physically, the <·onieal 
wave front does no t exist, leaving only the hcmispheri<'al one. 
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Finally, by comparing (46) and (48) one finds that 11,d is given 
by (46) for all load speeds if t he H eavis ide function satisfies t he 
condition 
Il(t - ldc) = 1 (49) 
Equivoluminal Contribution 
The inversion of 1"i.,. proceeds as for 11,J, but u ,. is more compli-
«nted tha1111,.1due to the appcaranecof head wave.~ (or von S«hmidt 
waves). 
With fi,,. being g iven by (16) for j = z a nd a = s, the corre-
sponding q-pla11c is ::;hown in Fig. 2, where the singulari t ies a re t he 
same as for fi.,"' but t he part irular contour has two possible co11-
fig11rntions which a rc denoted by dashed lines. If r / p < c,/cd and 
w E [O, oo) or if r/ p > c,/cd and w E (w,, oo ) , where w1 = (r 2l 2 -
p')'h/z, t hen the pa rticular l'ontour is s imilar lo q"± and it is de-
noted by q,±, where 
fort ~ t,.., in which 
Si_ [itr ± z(/ 2 - t,.,2)' f2J 
p' 
t,., = .!!___ (w' + 12 ) ' /•. 
Cd 
(50) 
(f> 1) 
However, if r/ p > c,/cd and w E [O, w, ), t hen the vertex of q,± lies 
on the branch cul bet ween the branch points at q = Qd + and 
q = Q. +,and the pa rlicular contour is given by q,± plus q.,,, where 
icd I q = - [Ir - z(t .. .' - t 2 ) 1 ' ] 
• d p' (52) 
fort ,., ~ t ~ t •. ,d, in which 
[(12 - l)'h z + (w2 + l)'l•r] . (f>3) 
As shown in Fig. 2, the closed contour C now includes q,±, q,.1 
when it arises, and t he real q-axis . As fo r t1,d, the poles al q = 
Q,± can lie cit her inside or outside of C. 
In regard lo the various posi lions of the poles at q = Q, ± a nd 
the vertex of q,±, the inversion of ti,. is separated in lo seven cases, 
each of which <'orrcsponds lo a pa rticular region of the half spa«e: 
Region I: x > 0 , ~ > !'.!_ , !_ < c, , X > Cd 
p C p Cd r C 
The pole;; lie inside C for w E [O, oo ) . 
The vertex does not lie on the branch cut for w E [O, oo ). 
X c. T C6 X Cd Region II: x > 0, > , > , > -
p C p Cd I' C 
The poles lie inside(' for w E [O, oo ) . 
The vertex lies 011 the bran«h cut. for w E [O, w1). 
Region Ill: x > 0, x > ~, r > c. , X < Cd 
p C p Cd T C 
The vertex lies on t he branch cut for w E [0, wi). 
The poles lie ins ide C for w E (0, oo) and coalesce on q,d as 
w --+ 0. The poles also coalcsc·e 011 q," as () --+ 0 for c, < c < c,, 
and w E [0, (-y 2 - 1 )'h). 
Region IV: X > 0 , ~ < !'.!_ T < c, 
p c p c,, 
The poles lie inside C for w E (wo., oo ). 
The vertex docs 110L lie on the bra11ch cut for w E to, oo ). 
Region V: :r > 0, ~ < 5., ! > c, 
p C p Cd 
The p oles lie inside C for w E (wo., oo ). 
The vert ex lies on t he hrnnc·h cut for w E [O, w,) . 
Transactions of the AS ME 
The poles coalesce on q.,1 a" 0 --+ 0 for c < c" and w E (wo,, 
(-y• - I )'h), 
r c. 
Region VI: x < 0, - < -
P Cd 
No poles lie inside C for w E (0, co), 
The vertex does not lie on the brand1 c11t for w E [O, co), 
Region VII: X < 0, 2:_ > c~ 
P C4 
No poles lie inside C for w E [O, co). 
The vertex lies on the branch cul for w E [O, w,). 
(Regions I - VII are referred to in the text by (Ei4 J) 
Jn (54 ), w0 , = (p 2-y2 - :r212)1 'z 1rn . F or x > 0 , t hr ray" .r p 
c,/c form the surface of a cone which is si mila r to x/p = c,1/c, 
and x /r = cd/c defines two planes, one for 0 > 0 and one for 
0 < 0. Also, r/ p = c.fcJ d efines the s urface of a cone" hose ax i,., 
is the positive z-axis . All ~even regions a ri,;e wh<•n i11vP1ting 
ii,. for c > CJ, hut only regions II [ \'ll and regions I\' \'I [ arise' 
for c, < c < cd an<l c < c., rc.spectivPly. The Homan 1111merals 
in Figs. 5-8 d epi<·t the location of these regions in the half spac·c. 
lly inverting ti:,. for ead1 region, fU'<'O llllti11g for t lw va riable> 
load speed, a nd combining the rest.It s, one finds 
11,.(x , t) = 11 (t - t,)I' f 7'. He [K,.(q., w, 0 ) dq,J du· 
) 0 dt 
( r c ) + Il(t - l ,.1) 11 (lu - / ) II - ' p c,, 
Jr.. [ dq J X P He K ,,(q,.,, w, 0) •d dw A dt .. 
[
A dw,J 
+ H e f( ,.(w., 0 ) cit Tl (/ - t.,) ll (t - 11,) 11 (.r) 
[ 
A dw ''] ( ,, \ + H e K ,.(w.,1, 0) di II ~ - <1>) 
X [11 (/ - l ,.1c)ll ( ~ r: ) 
+ 11 (1 - le) ll ( :r - c, ) 11 (c" - :r ) 
p c c ,. 
11 (1 - 1.,) 11 ( : - ; ) J ll (x) (ii;J) 
Fig. S Wave pattern in surface plane for supersonic load motion 
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for 0 ::; 0 ::; 7r, z > 0, a11d () ::; c < co. F11rthrr dctaib 011 invert-
ing a,. are g ivrn in a thesis by the fir~t au tlior [ l '1). The symbols 
in u,. which have not been previously defined arc 
1', 
t, 
ln 
p 
' c, 
U'6•I = 
p 2(12 - l ) ' /' 
'Y cos 0 
-i-y sin()+ -- (i~y + za,) 
n• 
i-y cos 0 
- i-y sin 0 + -- (~y - za,J), 
n• 
= {() for l < l , 
A ,d 
'1', for I > 1 ,, 
(56) 
(ii7 ) 
(ij ) 
(5!J) 
'l ', d = [ ( c,,(t ~ I,,,)+ l )' I J", 
(GO) 
1,- = l [( c• x2 - ,.2)''' z + r•] (61) 
# ex c.2 
x 
.!.. =El. 
.-- , c 
y 
(al 
x 
v 
y 
VII 
(bl 
Fig. 6 Wave pattern in surface plane for (o) transonic load motion and 
(b) subsonic load motion 
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x \ c, 
-p•c-
c 
x 
Fig. 7 Wave pattern in plane under the path of load for supersonic load motion 
(~ 1)'/, c/ 
----(~ - i)'/•" c,' (02) 
The He:w i~ide fu11ction in (55) is restricted by the condition~ 
H (t - t,c) if c < c, 
if c < ed. 
(03 ) 
The wave geometry associated with u,. is shown in Figs. 5- 9. 
The dilatational wave fronts are included in these diagrams for 
reference; therefore, they display the wave geometry associated 
with the total displacement u,. However, the Roman numeral~ 
in these diagram.~ only correspond to u., and t he regions de-
scribed in (.54). 
The first and third terms in u.., whi ch a re analogous to the 
dilatational waves in u,d, represent hemispherical and conical, 
equivoluminal waves, respectively. The second term in 11., is the 
contribution from q,d a long the imaginary axis in the q-plane and 
it represent$ a head wave whose wave front is t he surface of the 
truncated cone given by t = t ,d for r / p > c,/c,1. This wave, re-
ferred lo as the conical head wave, is generated by t he smface 
intersection of the dilatational wave front at l = td an<l it propa-
gates in front of I = l 0 , as shown in Figs. 7 a nd S(a, b); t hereb.\·, 
contributing bot h ahead and behind the equivoluminal wave front 
at t = l , for r/ p > c,/ cd. For fixed time, t = In is the surface of 
a sphere with center (r = 0, z = cdt/ 2(l2 - 1 ) ' h ) and radius 
cdt/ 2(12 - I )1 '· The surface t = t0 is not expected lo be a wave 
front bccau~e it is not a characteristic surface, or the closure of 
characteristic ;:,urfaces, of the wave equa tion for t he equivolumi-
nal potential~ in ( l ). 
The integral in the second term of u., is improper for t = t, be-
cause its integrand contains a first-order singularity at w = 0 
(i.e., its int egrand behaves like 1 / was w --+ 0). This singularit.y 
is introduced by the dilTerential of q,d· In section 5 this integral 
is evaluated fort --+ I,, displaying a logarithmic singulari ty in u,. 
for l = l , . This integral is also improper for certain points in the 
plane under the path of the load (the () = 0-plane). In particu-
lar, it is interpreted as a Cauchy principal value fort,. < t < l,d/ 
if () = 0, x/p > c,/c, and c, < c < c,,; an<l for lL < l < l,dco if 
() = 0, x/ p < c,/c, and c < cd, where l ,d.° equals l,d, evalua ted for 
() = 0 and t = l,d,0 is shown in Fig. 8(a, b) by a dashed line project-
ing out from the load. The improper integral for () = 0 reflec t~ 
the way the poles at q = Qc ± coalesce on q,d as () --+ 0, and as de-
scribed in (.54) for regions III and \ ". Furthermore, if the 
Cauchy principal value is evaluated for ()--+ 0, it combines with 
the remaining terms in u,. to render u,. continuous as () -+ 0, 
which is expected physically . 
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x 
Fig. 8 Wave pattern in plane under path of load for (a) transonic load 
motion and (b) subsonic load motion 
The integral in the second term of u., is a lso improper fort = tE 
if c > c, and x > 0 because its integrand has a first-order singu-
l::irity at w = 0 (note lE < l., therefore A,d = 0). This singu-
lari ty reflects the way the poles at q = Qc± coalesce on q,d as 
w --+ 0, and as described in (54) for region III. The significance 
of l = le is discussed in connection with the last term in u.,. 
The last term in u., represents another head wave. This term 
is the contribution from the contour w,d which is indicated in Fig. 
4 as a segment of the imaginary w-axis. The dashed contour that 
is shown in this figure along with w,d is the particular contour 
which arises in the w-plane for i"i., and region II if y/n > </>, 
(the rays y/n = <Pc are shown in Fig. 9 ). This particular con-
tour has other configurations for region II if y/n < <Pc (in this 
case the w , d segment does not arise), and for t he other regions in 
(54 ), but they are not displayed here. 
This second head wave has a plane surface for a wave front 
which is given by l = l ,dc for y/n > </>, and x / r > cd/ c. Thi8 
Transactions of the AS ME 
c 
Fig. 9 Waves trailing behind load for supersonic load motion 
wave, referred to as the plane head wave, only exists for c > c 
and then it is generated by the surface intersection of the dilatn.~ 
tional ~ave.front at t = tdc and it propagates in front oft = t"' as 
shown m Fig. 9. For x/r = c.!c the plane head wave front is 
tangen.t to the conical head wave front and for x / r < cd/c it does 
~ot ~x1st because its generator, t = td" does not cxi;;t, as shown 
m Fig. 5. In the region hounded by x /r < cd/ c and x / p > c,/c 
the plane head wave ends. This is reflected in u,. by the f:u·t 
that the last term is discont inuous fort = t 8 and the integral in 
the second lenn is improper for t = 18 . The surface defined by 
l = le, which is not shown in any of t he figures, is nol expected 
to be a wave front for the same rea;;on as jus t given fort = t8 . 
For c, < c < cd, the plane head wave front docs nol exist, whirh 
ca~ ?e seen in (.5?) si~re now II((x/ r) - (c"/ c)) = O. Physieally 
this is expected since its generator, t = '""docs not ex is l. Int his 
case the last term in u,. still represents an cq11ivoluminal dis-
turbance propagating in front oft = t"' llowevcr, now it propa-
gates bchmd the surface t = t,;, whil"h is behind the conical head 
wave front at t = t,J, and whit·h makes the last term indis-
tinguishable as a separate wave. Finally, for c < c, the last term 
does not contribute to u.., whil"h can be seen in (.5:i) since TI((x / r) 
- (cd/c)) = 0 a nd Il((x / p) - (c,/c)) = O. 
Total Displacement Field 
. T.he total di~tu rbance comprising u, is the sum of 11,d and 11,.. 
S~milar expressions can be computed for uL and u., and all three 
displacements are written as 
6 
u,(x, t) = L U;fJ(x . t), (j = x, y, z) (64) 
fJ-1 
for 0 :s; r < oo, 0 :s; 0 :s; 7r (or - "' < x < oo, O :s; y < 00 ), 
0 < z < oo, and 0 :s; c < "', where 
u;1(x, t) = II(t - td)P iT• Re [ K;iqd, w, 0) <did] dw, (65) 
1' [ U;2(x, l) = ll(t - t,)P i • fie K;,(q., w, 0) ~~·] dw, (66) 
u,a(x, t) = Il(t - t,d)II(t 8 - t)H ( !:... - ..".!. ) 
p Cd 
X P f T.- Re [K;,(q,d, w, 0) dq,d] dw, (67) 
A~ & 
u,.(x, t) = Re [ Kid(wd, 0) d:iJ J H(t - ld.)II(t - lL)Il (x), (68) 
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u;.(x, l) fie [ K,,(w., 0) d:i·J II (l - t,.)H(t - lL)H(x), (69) 
u;6(x, t) [ ~ dw,d] ( y ) fie K,,(w,d, 0) ---;fl H ; - <f>. 
X [ H (t - t, •• )II ( ~ - ccd ) 
I ( x c,) ( cd + I (t - t8 )II p - -;- II -;--- - ;) 
- H(t - t,.)H (~ - ~ )] H (x). (70) 
The symbols which have not been previously defined arc 
A -y sec 0 
KzAw, 0) = - R moJ •. o.•, (71) 
7rCµ 
-2-y sec 0 
Ku(w, 0) = TrcµR m.m,J •. o.•, (72) 
A sec• 0 
K.d(w, 0) = --1-, (-y sin 0 - iw)m.,J.-Q.+, (73) TrCµ " 
~ -2 sec' 0 
K.,(w, 0) = R (-y sin 0 - iw)m.m ,J • • Q.•· 
-,reµ 
(74) 
I n this form the first three terms in it; represent, a system of waves 
which emanate from the initial position of the load as if they were 
generated by a stationary point source. On the other hand, the 
last three terms reprcse11t disturbances that t rail behind the load 
and whose wave geometry depends on the speed of the load rela-
tive to the body wave speeds. 
Finally, it is noted that t he interior displaC'ements given here 
are not uniformly valid in z, as z - 0, because the particular con-
tours in the q and w-planes wrap around the poles at q = QR + and 
w = Sn+ as z - 0. Therefore, to obtain the surface displace-
ments it is necessary lo return to the formal solution in (7) and 
(8), set z = 0, and then invert the di~placemcnts (or equiva-
lently, evaluate the contribution of t.he poles at q = Q 11 + :me! 
w = Sn+ as z - 0, and combine the results with the interior 
displacements in (64)-(70) evaluated for z = 0). H owever, 
sin<"e Payton [l] and L ansing [21 have already investigated the 
s urface displacements, they are not displayed here; but they are 
given in [14] in context with the technique used here. 
5 Wave-Front Expansions 
The wave form of the solution given in (64)- (70) is advant.a-
geous for evaluating the di~plaf'ements near the wave fronts. To 
facilitate these expansions for t he waves emanating from the 
initial position of the load, the lime-dependence in the limi ts of 
the integrals in (6;))-(67) is removed by the transformation 
w = [A 2 + (11 2 - A') sin ' a]'/., (75) 
where A is the lower limit and Bis the upper limit of the particu-
la r integral in question, and the a range of integration is Oto 7r / 2. 
Furthermore, this transformation removes a half-order sing11-
larity in t he integrands of u11 and u,2 which is introd11C'ed by the 
difTerentials of q" and q.. Then u,1, u,,, and u;3 are eval11ated ns 
t - td, t - t., and t - t, 11, respertively, by first expanding the ap-
propriate integrands and then integrating these expansion:; from 
0 to 7r/2. Special attention m11st be given to it;a since the inte-
g ral in this term is improper for t = t, . This term is eval11ated 
by ~rst approximating t he improper in tegral fort near t, and then 
lettmg t - t,. Jn this way, one finds 
u;1 = A;1 + O(t - t.) as t - t., (76) 
A ;2 + O(t - t, ) for r < c, 
1t;2 = 
p 
as t-t., (77) 
A;21 + O((t - t,)'I•) for r > 2-
p Cd 
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A 1,(l - t,d) + O((t - t ,d)2) 
r c, (78) as t --+ t ,d for > - , 
p CJ 
Uj3 
.!,,'log (1:. - ii)+ 0 (1) 
r c, (70) as l--+ t, for -> 
' p CJ 
for j = x, y, z, where the wave-front coeffi cient s are given in the 
Appendix. These expansions arc valid for 0 :$ (} :$ 7r, z > O, 
and 0 c=;: c < "'• excPpt that (76 ) is not valid a long the rays :c/ p 
= cd/c Rince . I ,1 is unbounded a long lhe~e rays. Similarly, (77 ) 
and (70) are nol valid along x / p = c,/c, a nd (78) ii-; not va lid along 
x/r = ca /r . 
As Lhe expa nsions in (76) (78) sho w, u1 has a s tep discon-
tin11it y across the hcmispheric·al wave fronts at I = t., and I = t., 
and it. is continuous through t = l,d· JlowPver, for r/p > c,jc., 
the disturbance nenr t = t, is dominated by the logarit hmir· 
si ng11larit y ~hown in (70 ). This ~ing1 tla ri ty is two-sided in that 
u 1 heC'om es unho11nded as I--+ t, fort < I, and fo r I > I,. and it is 
symmet rir a bout t = 1 .. 
~in re the waves t rniling b ehind the load nre in nn a lgeh raiC' 
form, they arc ei.pnnded a lgebrniC"ally near their wave fmnts, 
yielding 
11,, = A ;.(I - l a, )-'h + O((t - la,)'h) ns t --+ '"" (80 ) 
.1 1,(1 - l")-'h + 0 ((1 - l")'h) fo r 11 
11 
'llj5 
. 11,'(t - l")-'h+ 0 (1) for 11 
n 
as 
i11s=. l ,6(1.,- l)-'h+ O(J ) as l-+I" for 
« />, 
> cp, 
t~ lu, 
Y > cf>o 
n 
y > cf>,, 
n 
(81) 
(82) 
(1'3) 
for .i = x, y, z. These expansions a re valid for 0 :$ (} :$ 7r :rnd 
z > 0, except that (80 ) only m·ises for c > cd and i-jp 2:: c,,j c, the 
upper one in (81) for c > ca and x/p 2:: c./ r, the lower one in (81) 
a nd (8:3) for c > c, and x/p 2:: r,/c, and (82) for r > r,, nnd x / r 2: 
c"/c. These latter C"onditions correspond to when nnd when· t he 
wave front s I = t d,, l = I"' a nd I = t,," ari,e in the half oJHH·P. 
As (80 ) nnd (81 ) show, 1i1 h ao a half-order sing11lari ty b<'hind 
11rn ('onic·al wave fronts at t = t,,, nnrl I = l"" Jn addition, 11, 
con tnins a hnlf-order sing11larit.y in front oft = /,,.,as (Sa) ~how", 
Jirod11C' i11g a11other two-sided si11g11larity in 111. If c > r,1, t h is 
11\o-sidcd singularity exi~h acro:;s I = /" fo r y/n > c/>,; if c, < c < 
r,,, it cxi't s ac ross the ent ire conic-a l wnve front nl I = I,,; nnd if 
,. < c., it does not exist at all. Abo, U; is eon t in11011s through the 
head \\ tWe front all = l ,d., as it i;; 1hro11g h I = 1.,1• Finally, it 
sho11ltl he 11otC'd that the dis tnrlian ce nc·:u· the wnvc frnnl s trai ling 
behind the load i' a ha lf-order stronger than near lhe correspond-
ing " ·ave fron ts rm :111::iti11g from the i11itial posit ion of the load. 
Thi-; c-11 11 hr i;ct•n, for exnmple, hy comparing the wave-front ex-
~ions of 1111 as I-+ I d nnd 11,, ns t-+ l",. 
6 Stationary Point Load 
A ;;pec-ia.I c·nse of the moving load p roble m is that of n half sp nc1· 
whose tiurf aC'e is ex1·it ed hy :i st nt io11ary point load wit Ir st Pp t i111e-
d C'penderH·c•. A sol11tio n to thi s prohl<'m, which wa:; fir"t worJ..ed 
on hy L nmb I l :il, is oht nined he re h.1· il'tl ing c --+ 0 in (G4) (70 ) 
and exprC's,ing t Ire 1li;;plaC'ementti in their cylindrical components, 
lo give 
3 
u 0 (x , I ) = L llu!J(X, t), 
/j= I 
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(<T = r, z), 
ue(x, t) = 0, 
for 0 :$ r < "' , 0 .$ () :$ 7r, and 0 < z < "', whe re 
u.,(x , I) = H (l - td) i 7'" He [ K.,,o(q,,, w) d!d] dw, 
1~ [ d J u 02(x, t) = Jl (t - t,) i He K 0 , 0 (q., w) Ji• dw, 
ll (I - i .,1)IJ (t 8 - l )lI (!_ - 2) p Cd 
in which 
K ,/(q,w) = -iqmo,11, 
K,/(q, w) = mJmo.ll, 
K ,.0(q, w) = 2iqmdm, ll1 
K ,.6(q, w ) = -2m"(q2 + w 2 )i1 / , 
(8.)) 
(8G) 
(87) 
(8fl ) 
(HO ) 
The wave geornet ry asso('ia1ed with 1 hcse displacements is the 
same a,~ for c < r., as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 8(b ), except that the 
C'on tours t = I /., a nd t = l,dc° arc not present in the c = 0 solution. 
It. should be noted that. Eason [J6] and Cinelli and Fugel:so 
[ 17] have nbo worked on Larnh's point load problem for the in-
terior of the half sp are using transforms . Their results are a lso 
in the form of single integrals, but they do not readily display 
the wave fronts asso(' iated with a ('On centrated surface load. 
J\litra [ 121 has derived t he intPl'ior displacements for a h a lf spaC'e 
whose s11rfarn is excited by a u niform disk of pressme. H e also 
used Cagninrd 's teehniq11e and delloop's transformat ion , but in a 
manner whir·h is som ewhat. <lifTerent. t han here. Furthermore, he 
mcnt.ious t hnt. his solution technique is applicab le Lo Lamb's point 
load p roblem, b u t he gives no results . Pekeris [18] has Lhor-
(H1gh ly analyzed the smface displacemen ts due to a s tationary 
point. load . Jfo; r·e;;1Li ts agree in detai l with t hose given here if 
the lat I Pr are ex I ended to ind11de z = 0. Finally, Lang [JO, 20] 
and Craggs 121 J have a lso worked on L a mb's prob lem , but they 
did not use t mnsforrns. 
\Va ve-fron t. exp ansions which C'orrespond to a s tationary point 
lond C'fl ll he c·omp111ed from the int.egrals in (86)-(88), o r t hey 
<·an he obtained from the expa11,;ions in section !i. In fact, these 
Pxparhion~ have the same form a,; tho~c given for U11, u;2, and 111a 
i11 17G} (7\J); the only diff<'r('n(·e is lhat t he C'Oeffic ient.s . t ,,, :11., 
..t,,', .1 ,3, and . t ,a' m11st lie eval1mted for c = 0. The wave-front 
Pxpa11sions for a ;;tat.ionary point load were also computed hy 
h :nopofT and Gilbert. [221. Tlwy 11sed a Tauheria,n theorem a nd 
ti re :;addle-point lcdrnique to evalua te a form al tra11sform solu-
i ion nenr the wave fronts. Their results agree in detail with 
those t.hnl a rc ol,tai ncd h ere, ex<·ep t 1.hat t hey did not deted the 
logarii hmic :;ingu la ri t.y a1 t = I, for r/ p > c,/ ro11 as fi rst noted by 
Aggarwal an d A blow [23] . 
7 Steady-State Response 
By nlgclirnic manipnlut ion;; it can he , hown that u,,, u;:., and 
111• in (6SJ (70 ), less 11 (x) nnd 11 (I - IL), arc on ly fun ct ions of the 
l'oordi nat es ~. y, z whi<'h are invnriant. to th e translation of I he 
loacl (see [J.! j for details ). Therefore, these terms are con~lant 
nt a fixt•d position in a r·oordinntc system moving with the load. 
F or c > c., and long li me (I- 00)1 ll (l - Id = 1 and H (x) = J 
for points n('ar the load , and the load "rnns away" from the 
waves emanating from the iniiirtl posit ion of the load . Consc-
q 11<'nlly, for c > cd the waves trailing behind the load represent 
tl1e stead.'·->-tat e displncl'nwnt fi eld (i.e., u; = U;• + u;r. + U;• as 
t - "' for c >I'd and poin ts near the position of the load, j = 
x , 11, z). The wave gc11111ei ry eorrcsponding lo these s t ead.1-:;tal.e 
di., ph11·c·111P11t s is shown in Fig. !l, wlwl'C on ly the waves that trail 
behind the load a1eshown . 
Transactions of the AS ME 
APPENDIX 
Wave-Front Coefficients 
Lansing [2] has a lso computed the steady-state displacements 
due to a moving point load. He used a technique which as-
sumed steady stateness from the outset and his results are in the 
form of single integrals. A s a special case, in the plane under 
the path of the load (y = 0-plane), and for A = µ and c > c", 
Lansing integrated his results, leaving the displaceme11ts in an 
algebraic form which agrees with that one obtained here. 
The wave-front coefficients are written in one expre;;Hion for all 
three displaC'ements like Lhe components of a vector. 
Finally, for c < cd the waves trailing behind the load do not 
re\)Tesen\, lhe entire steady-stale displarement field . In this 
case the waves emanating from the i11ilinl position of the load 
also contribute and they must be evaluated fort-+ co. 
(z/ 27rµp )a, (A,1, A•'• 1l , 1 ) = (x, y, z) (91) 
aa(a1' + 4r2za.) 
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